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About This Game

Charlie the Duck is an old school 2D side-scrolling platform game. Run through levels, collect coins, diamonds and other power
ups. Jump on top of enemies to defeat them. Dive into the water to find hidden areas!

This is a complete remake of the PC version originally released in 1996 for MS-DOS. The game is nearly identical, but some
small changes have been made. This version does not use separate buttons to walk slower or faster, some levels were modified a
bit to make everything work well with the constant walking speed. Also, there have been some small changes to make the game

a little easier and less frustrating. And now there is also background music!

[Left] and [Right]: walk
[Up] / [Space]: jump

[Down]: in some places Charlie can dive into the water
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Title: Charlie the Duck
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mike Wiering
Publisher:
Wiering Software
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 or later

Processor: 1.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 or later compatible card

Storage: 30 MB available space

English,Dutch
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Why are there no hotkeys for towers and abilities??? That's incretibly frustrating!. Paradox DLC is responsible for Russian
alcoholism.. Ok, I've got over 100+ hours. I know the how and the whys of this game. DO NOT WASTE YOUR TIME!!! The
mouse controls need a lot more work. Key board controls are much more simple, but you have to learn them and they are not
done with any intelligence. There are countless bugs, lock-ups, and total frustration. If some player wants to do an action let it go
to the action, but a back button!! asking "are you sure" for every thing is crazy. Just like this game. I want my money back!. I've
been playing this for quite a while, it is worth tghe 5$ should be your ultimate question, and it is. It's about figuring this out and
watching your little people run around and do stuff. You don't directly control them, so in that sense it is really a 'god' game,
because you can only mess with the people indirectly. I orginally bought it when it was not even on steam, and I got to say, I
have enjoyed many hours, trying to get things 'just right'.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing wow better than any game ive eer
played it's like tupac was alive again im not even kidding i cummed 10 times while looking at broccoli joe i love him he's my
waifu. The game simulates you as a firefighter, it could have done a lot more better with the animation, especially the subs
(subsitute characters).
The game engine needs abit more work and the UI needs more work.
It is a good game in all-round concept, but it has a few several game-flaws that sould really be attended to, especially in how the
game is. the matter of driving to a fire doesn't bother me, but there are times when I've failed when I'm practically doing an act
that a real-firefighter woukd perform.. I hate Dark Souls tbh. I think it plays like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and is
basically jank that gets a free pass.

I got this for the visuals mostly. I wish I liked this better.

I didn't enjoy the feel of the controls much. Could be that it's just that I hate souls combat in my case, but some people who
played DS also say the same thing.

Still, I found it neat. It basically is an indie dark souls. This might be my most liked game of games that I don't like.. crap
game.... get motorsport manager if you want to manage a racing team
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Classic and one of the PopCap greatest games. It may not be as great as Bejeweled 3, but since this one became first, I really
give it credit for being so much different in many positive ways compared to its very first "Bejeweled" game.

I love diamonds and I love 3 match puzzle games. If you do not have this game and you own Bejeweled 3, I recomment getting
this game as well because it has stuff in it that are all worthy excuses to play this classic.

9\/10 while I personally like Bejweled 3 more than Bejeweled 2, I still have respect and memories playing this game when I was
young. Go get it.. Choice of Kung Fu is the fifth game from Choice of Games\/Hosted games that I have made it all the way
through the story at least once in my COG career. And although Choice of Robots is by far and away the biggest story with the
most choices in it, I have to say Choice of Kung Fu is my favorite now because I enjoy and am most interested in the martial
arts story.

The game starts off with YOU wanting to join the Peach Tree monastery and having high ambitions. The story let's you choose
your style of fighting which makes the game so much enthralling. You are also highly in command of your thoughts on all kinds
of matters including when to fight, how to fight or when more peaceful actions are required.

I'm not going to giveaway anything else because you will have much more fun making your own choices when confronted with
all the trials presented to you in Choice of Kung Fu.. Bought it when was $0.24, and I have to say, I'd pay full price for it. This
game is hands down fun, sure the movement isn't the best and the game is pretty difficult, but the music, the gameplay and
smoothness of it all is fantastic.

10/10. I bought this game hungry for some old school JRPG-s. It started good, there is a good variance between difrent charcters
and i liked skill system and secrets. In a while some may find game maybe too linear, because it is composed mostly like this:
battle zone-safe zone etc. But it is fun because you can play one stage, save and continue later without the sense off missing
something out.
All in all, I recommed this game to anyone who wants to play a casual JRPG- battle oriented game.. Paradox arbitrarily increases
the prices of all games developed and published by them, without giving any information in advance. They literally increased by
40% or so the prices of ALL the games published by them in a very sneaky manner, and when they were questioned, they
claimed it was a fair change "due to increase in purchase power on the regions that the price was increased".

No, there was not even a single bit of increase in many (or maybe any) of these regions. Regions that also happen to not have as
much purchasing power.

Also, their DLC policies is worsening at every release. Giving little to irrevelant content, and asking for a high price. (That's
even higher now, despite everyone complaining about their pricing, which was already bad back in the day.)

So I suggest anyone else to NOT fall in their pathetic policies, and AVOID at all costs any of their games.

Original review: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/vexxar\/recommended\/42960\/
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